
World War II in Asia
Key events leading to the surrender of Japan! 



Directions: READ THIS! 
 Now that you know how/why WWII ended in Europe, 

you will focus on key events and turning points in Asia.

 In order to complete this week’s assignment, you must 
read chapter 30 in the textbook! I’ve included page 
numbers – this chapter skips around so follow my 
guidelines!

 In addition to the textbook, I’ve also created review 
slides. 

 You should use these slides to review info from the 
textbook. I also want you to watch the review video 
clips to make sure you understand. 

 The completed worksheet is due Monday May 11th! 



 Japan attacked American and British 

military bases across the Western Pacific.

 Conquests of Hong Kong, Burma, New 

Guinea, India (Allies preoccupied in 

Europe)

 Goal: Create a Greater East Asia Co-

Prosperity Sphere

 Empire in Asia; controlled by Japan - unite 

the region!

 Get rid of Western influence and imperialism 

(“Asia for the Asians!”)

 Outcome: Although Japan expanded their 

empire, by mid-1942 it became difficult to 

maintain control. 

 Running out of resources, over-

stretched, increased resistance in China
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Battle of Coral Sea
 May 1942

 Japan tries to take Australia and 

gain resources in the South Pacific 

 First naval battle where ships do 

NOT engage one another directly in 

combat

 Instead, both sides launch air 

attacks from air craft carriers

 Shows change in tactics and 

strategies! 

 U.S. and Australian navies able to 

defend!

 First Japanese advance that was 

STOPPED! 
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Island Hopping
 Main Allied 

strategy in the 

Pacific

 Take strategic 

Japanese-held 

islands

 Surround the 

Japanese and 

close in on their 

empire

 Huge success! 
Island hopping relied heavily on the coordination of ground –

air – and naval forces. Shows combined strength of Allies! 





 Battle of Midway: (6/4/1942)

 U.S. Code talkers discovered 

several planned attacks

 Follow Japanese navy and launch 

surprise air attack

 Use of aircraft carriers

 U.S. planes destroy the Japanese 

Navy! 

 Outcome: Turning point in the 

Pacific! Starts U.S. offensive 

Japanese retreat
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Aircraft Carriers
 Pacific Ocean is largest ocean 

in world! 

 Airplanes cannot use home 

bases – too far away from 

islands

 Load airplanes on aircraft 

carriers and launch bombing 

attacks from carriers 

 This made the air force 

mobile! Aircraft carriers 

became vital for success in 

the Pacific! (also huge target 

of the enemy!) 



U.S. aircraft carrier, Lexington under 

attack in the Battle of the Coral Sea
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Review Video Clip

 Watch this review video clip to 

learn more about the importance 

of the Battle of Midway 

 https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=N-au50GxIXw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-au50GxIXw


Japanese Home Front

 Japanese military took complete control of 

country – controlled prices, wages, 

industry, resources

 People extremely nationalistic – will do 

anything to help Japan win!

 Avoid surrender at all cost! 

 Use of kamikazes, or suicide planes

 Kamikaze pilots would be trained to fly one 

mission  target fuel tank in ships to cause 

maximum destruction

 They believed it was an honor to give your life 

for the Japanese military (huge source of pride!)

 Caused loss in resources – planes, oil, trained 

pilots



Kamikazes in action!



Air Warfare
 Just like in Europe, bombing was 

used in Asia to destroy 

infrastructure, industry and 

cities. 

 Civilians were also targeted! 

 A big difference – Japanese 

infrastructure was made with 

wood (NOT steel like in 

industrialized Europe) – this 

allowed allies to use Incendiary 

Bombs which were designed to 

spread fire and burn everything 

to the ground. 

 Outcome: Massive destruction, 

loss of industry and high civilian 

death toll! 

The U.S. B-29 Super fortress was 

the most effective bomber of 

WWII – it could fly longer 

distances and carry larger bomb 

loads than any other plane! 



Incendiary Bombs



Battle of Iwo Jima: Japan is outnumbered; clear victory 
and morale boost for Allies

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Y0gdFisD9k

Battle of Okinawa: Last obstacle to an Allied invasion of 
the Japanese home islands  showed Allies what 
invasion of Japan would be like (very violent – mass 
suicides – high death toll) so…

 Began bombing campaign in Tokyo

Decided to use the atomic bomb

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WOYNuxs8Rg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Y0gdFisD9k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WOYNuxs8Rg


Have you seen this famous picture? It’s from 

U.S. troops raising a flag after their victory at 

Iwo Jima – huge morale boost for the U.S.! 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:WW2_Iwo_Jima_flag_raising.jpg
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A 1941 top secret plan to develop the 
first atomic bomb.

Combination of scientists and physicists 

Albert Einstein

Robert Oppenheimer

Presidential approval

FDR

Truman



Atomic bomb test: 

Los Alamos, New 

Mexico – July 1945
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Atomic Bombing of Hiroshima

•The first atomic bomb 

was dropped on 

Hiroshima on August 6, 

1945



Atomic Bombing of Nagasaki

The second atomic 

bomb was dropped 

on Nagasaki August 9, 

1945





Ground Temperature 7000F

Force Winds 980mph

Energy Released 20,000 tons of TNT

Buildings Destroyed 62,000

Killed Immediately 80,000 people

Dead by end of 1945 140,000 people

Total Deaths 220,000 people







Hiroshima
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Nagasaki
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Watch this review video clip about 

the Manhattan Project and use of 

the atomic bomb 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=ZBx_6qWNVEk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBx_6qWNVEk


Japan surrendered on 

September 2, 1945

A provisional government is 

established to end militarism 

and implement democracy 



Tojo Hideki was found guilty of war 

crimes (Rape of Nanjing) & 

sentenced to death!
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End of WWII 

celebrations



End of WWII: Coming up next week……

 Once WWII was over, it became clear the amount of 

destruction was unlike anything ever experienced! 

 Next week (our last week!), we will learn about the 

effects of WWII. 

 This includes destruction, death toll, the Holocaust, and 

plans to re-build. 

 It will be our last assignment – due Friday May 15th! 


